
Module 1: System configuration 
 
This toolkit is designed for Adobe Campaign Classic Developer Professional Exam Aspirants. 
There are six modules. Study each module per week to stick to schedule. Technical parts of 
applications are depicted in videos, about which you can learn more from Experience 
League. You can visit Get prep page to understand the contents and anticipate the learning 
journey.  
This is Developer Professional Exam, toolkit Module 1. This module contains six sections. 
 

1.1 Data schemas 

Principles 

To edit, create and configure the schemas, click the Administration > Configuration > Data 

schemas node of the Adobe Campaign client console. 

NOTE 

Built-in data schemas can only be deleted by an administrator of your Adobe Campaign 
Classic console. 

 

The edit field shows the XML content of the source schema: 



 

NOTE 

The “Name” edit control lets you enter the schema key made up of the name and 
namespace. The “name” and “namespace” attributes of the root element of the schema are 
automatically updated in the XML editing zone of the schema. 

The preview automatically generates the extended schema: 

 



NOTE 

When the source schema is saved, generation of the extended schema is automatically 
launched. 

If you need to check the complete structure of a schema, you can use the preview tab. If the 

schema has been extended, you will then be able to visualize all its extensions. As a 

complement, the Documentation tab displays all the schema attributes and elements, and their 

properties (SQL Field, type/length, label, description). The Documentation tab only applies to 

generated schemas. For more on this, refer to the Regenerating schemas section. 

Example: creating a contract table 

In the following example, we want to create a new table for contracts in the database model 

of the Adobe Campaign database. This table lets you store first and last names and email 

addresses of holders and co-holders, for each contract. 

To do this, you need to create the schema of the table and update the database structure to 

generate the corresponding table. Apply the following stages: 

1. Edit the Administration > Configuration > Data schemas node of the Adobe 
Campaign tree and click New . 

2. Choose the Create a new table in the data model option and click Next . 

 

3. Specify a name for the table and a namespace. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/editing-schemas/regenerating-schemas.html?lang=en


 

NOTE 

By default, schemas created by users are stored in the ‘cus’ namespace. For more on 
this, refer to Identification of a schema. 

4. Create the content of the table. We recommend using the entry wizard to make sure 
no settings are missing. To do this, click the Insert button and choose the type of 
setting to be added. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/about-schema-reference.html?lang=en#identification-of-a-schema


 

5. Define the settings for the contract table: 

6. <srcSchema desc="Active contracts" img="ncm:channels.png" label="Contracts" 
labelSingular="Contract" mappingType="sql" name="Contracts" namespace="cus" 
xtkschema="xtk:srcSchema"> 

7.   <element desc="Active contracts" img="ncm:channels.png" label="Contracts" 
labelSingular="Contract" 

8.            name="Contracts" autopk="true"> 

9.            <attribute name="holderName" label="Holder last name" type="string"/> 

10.            <attribute name="holderFirstName" label="Holder first name" type="string"/> 

11.            <attribute name="holderEmail" label="Holder email" type="string"/> 

12.            <attribute name="co-holderName" label="Co-holder last name" 
type="string"/> 

13.            <attribute name="co-holderFirstName" label="Co-holder first name" 
type="string"/> 

14.            <attribute name="co-holderEmail" label="Co-holder email" type="string"/> 

15.            <attribute name="date" label="Subscription date" type="date"/> 

16.            <attribute name="noContract" label="Contract number" type="long"/> 

17.   </element> 

18. </srcSchema> 
Copy 

Toggle Text Wrapping 



Add the type of contract and place an index on the contract number. 

<srcSchema _cs="Contracts (cus)" desc="Active contracts" 
entitySchema="xtk:srcSchema" img="ncm:channels.png" 

           label="Contracts" labelSingular="Contract" name="Contracts" 
namespace="cus" xtkschema="xtk:srcSchema"> 

  <enumeration basetype="byte" name="typeContract"> 

    <value label="Home" name="home" value="0"/> 

    <value label="Car" name="car" value="1"/> 

    <value label="Health" name="health" value="2"/> 

    <value label="Pension fund" name="pension fund" value="2"/> 

  </enumeration> 

  <element autopk="true" desc="Active contracts" img="ncm:channels.png" 
label="Contracts" 

           labelSingular="Contract" name="Contracts"> 

    <attribute label="Holder last name" name="holderName" type="string"/> 

    <attribute label="Holder first name" name="holderFirstName" type="string"/> 

    <attribute label="Holder email" name="holderEmail" type="string"/> 

    <attribute label="Co-holder last name" name="co-holderName" type="string"/> 

    <attribute label="Co-holder first name" name="co-holderFirstName" 
type="string"/> 

    <attribute label="Co-holder email" name="co-holderEmail" type="string"/> 

    <attribute label="Subscription date" name="date" type="date"/> 

   <attribute desc="Type of contract" enum="cus:Contracts:typeContract" 
label="Type of contract" 

               name="type" type="byte"/> 

    <attribute label="Contract number" name="noContract" type="long"/> 

    <dbindex name="noContract" unique="true"> 

      <keyfield xpath="@noContract"/> 

    </dbindex> 

  </element> 

</srcSchema> 
Copy 

Toggle Text Wrapping 

19. Save the schema to generate the structure: 



 

20. Update the database structure to create the table which the schema will be linked 
to. For more on this, refer to Updating the database structure. 

Business.Adobe.com resources 

 

1.2 About schema edition 

Adobe Campaign employs Data Schemas to: 

• Define how data objects within the application are tied to underlying database 
tables. 

• Define links between the different data objects within the Campaign application. 
• Define and describe the individual fields included in each object. 

For a better understanding of Campaign built-in tables and their interaction, refer to this 

section. 

Extending or creating schemas 

To add a field or index or other element to one of the core data schemas in Campaign, such as 

the recipient table (nms:recipient), you have to extend that schema. For more on this, refer to 

the Extending a schema section. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/editing-schemas/updating-the-database-structure.html?lang=en
https://helpx.adobe.com/campaign/kb/acc-datamodel.html
https://helpx.adobe.com/campaign/kb/acc-datamodel.html
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/editing-schemas/extending-a-schema.html?lang=en


To add an entirely new type of data that does not exist out-of-the-box in Adobe Campaign (a 

table of contracts for example) you can create a custom schema directly. For more on this, 

refer to the Data schemas section. 

 

Once you have extended or created a schema to work in, the best practice is to define its 

XML content elements in the same order they appear in below. 

Enumerations 

Enumerations are defined first, before the main element of the schema. They allow you to 

display values in a list in order to restrict the choices that the user has for a given field. 

Example: 

<enumeration basetype="byte" name="exTransactionTypeEnum" default="store"> 

<value label="Website" name="web" value="0"/> 

<value label="Call Center" name="phone" value="1"/> 

<value label="In Store" name="store" value="2"/> 

</enumeration> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/editing-schemas/data-schemas.html?lang=en


When defining fields, you can then use this enumeration like so: 

<attribute desc="Type of Transaction" label="Transaction Type" name="transactionType" 

type="string" enum="exTransactionTypeEnum"/> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 
NOTE 

You can also employ user-managed enumerations (usually 
under Administration > Platform ) to specify the values for a given field. These are 
effectively global enumerations, and a better choice if your enumeration may be used 
outside of the specific schema you are working in. 

To find out more about enumerations, refer to 

the Enumerations and <enumeration> element sections. 

Index 

Indexes are the first elements declared in the main element of the schema. 

They can be unique or not, and reference one or more fields. 

Examples: 

<dbindex name="email" unique="true"> 

  <keyfield xpath="@email"/> 

</dbindex> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

<dbindex name="lastNameAndZip"> 

  <keyfield xpath="@lastName"/> 

  <keyfield xpath="location/@zipCode"/> 

</dbindex> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

The xpath attribute points to the field in your schema that you wish to index. 

IMPORTANT 

It is important to remember that the SQL query read performance gains provided by indexes 
also come with a performance hit on writing records. The indexes should therefore be used 
with precaution. 

For more on indexes, refer to the Indexed fields section. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/schema-structure.html?lang=en#enumerations
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/elements-attributes/enumeration.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/database-mapping.html?lang=en#indexed-fields


Keys 

Every table must have at least one key, and often it is automatically established in the main 

element of the schema by using the @autopk=true attribute set to “true”. 

The primary key can also be defined using the internal attribute. 

Example: 

<key name="householdId" internal="true"> 

  <keyfield xpath="@householdId"/> 

</key> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

In this example, instead of letting the @autopk attribute create a default primary key named 

“id” we are specifying our own “householdId” primary key. 

IMPORTANT 

When creating a new schema or during a schema extension, you need to keep the same 
primary key sequence value (@pkSequence) for the whole schema. 

To find out more about keys, refer to the Management of keys section. 

Attributes (Fields) 

Attributes allow you to define the fields which make up your data object. You can use 

the Insert button in the schema edition toolbar to drop empty attribute templates into your 

XML where your cursor is. For more on this, refer to the Data schemas section. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/database-mapping.html?lang=en#management-of-keys
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/editing-schemas/data-schemas.html?lang=en


 

The full list of attributes is available in the <attribute> element section. Here are some of 

the more commonly used attributes: 

• @advanced 
• @dataPolicy 
• @default 
• @desc 
• @enum 
• @expr 
• @label 
• @length 
• @name 
• @notNull 
• @required 
• @ref 
• @xml 
• @type 

To view a table listing the mappings for the data types generated by Adobe 
Campaign for the different database management systems, refer to the Mapping the 
types of Adobe Campaign/DBMS data section. 

For more information on each attribute, refer to the Attribute description section. 

Examples 

Example of defining a default value: 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/elements-attributes/attribute.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/schema-structure.html?lang=en#mapping-the-types-of-adobe-campaign-dbms-data
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/schema-structure.html?lang=en#mapping-the-types-of-adobe-campaign-dbms-data
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/elements-attributes/attribute.html?lang=en


<attribute name="transactionDate" label="Transaction Date" type="datetime" 
default="GetDate()"/> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Example of using a common attribute as a template for a field also marked as mandatory: 

<attribute name="mobile" label="Mobile" template="nms:common:phone" required="true" 
/> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Example of a computed field that is hidden using the @advanced attribute: 

<attribute name="domain" label="Email domain" desc="Domain of recipient email address" 
expr="GetEmailDomain([@email])" advanced="true" /> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Example of an XML field also stored in an SQL field and which has 

an @dataPolicy attribute. 

<attribute name="secondaryEmail" label="Secondary email address" length="100" 
xml="true" sql="true" dataPolicy="email" /> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 
IMPORTANT 

Although most attributes are linked according to a 1-1 cardinality to a physical field of the 
database, this is not the case for the XML fields or the computed fields. 
An XML field is stored in a memo field (“mData”) of the table. 
A computed field however is created dynamically each time a query is started, it therefore 
only exists in the applicative layer. 

Links 

Links are some of the last elements in the main element of your schema. They define how all 

of the different schemas in your instance relate to one another. 

Links are declared in the schema that contains the foreign key of the table to which it is 

linked. 

There are three types of cardinality: 1-1, 1-N, and N-N. It is the 1-N type that is used by 

default. 



Examples 

An example of a 1-N link between the recipient table (out-of-the-box schema) and a table of 

custom transactions: 

<element label="Recipient" name="lnkRecipient" revLink="lnkTransactions" 
target="nms:recipient" type="link"/> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

An example of a 1-1 link between a custom schema “Car” (in the “cus” namespace) and the 

recipient table: 

<element label="Car" name="lnkCar" revCardinality="single" revLink="recipient" 
target="cus:car" type="link"/> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Example of an external join between the recipient table and a table of addresses based on the 

email address and not a primary key: 

<element name="emailInfo" label="Email Info" revLink="recipient" target="nms:address" 
type="link" externalJoin="true"> 

  <join xpath-dst="@address" xpath-src="@email"/> 

</element> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Here “xpath-dst” corresponds to the primary key in the target schema and “xpath-src” 

corresponds to the foreign key in the source schema. 

Audit trail 

One useful element you may want to include at the bottom of your schema is a tracking 

element (Audit trail). 

Use the example below to include fields relating to the creation date, the user that created the 

data, the date, and the author of the last modification for all data in your table: 

<element aggregate="xtk:common:auditTrail" name="auditTrail"/> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Updating the database structure 

Once your changes are completed and saved, any changes that may impact the SQL structure 

need to be applied to the database. To do this, use the database update wizard. 



 

For more on this, refer to the Updating the database structure section. 

NOTE 

When modifications do not impact the database structure, you just need to regenerate 
schemas. To do this, select the schema(s) to update, right click and choose Actions > 
Regenerate selected schemas… . For more on this, refer to the Regenerating 
schemas section. 

 

1.3 Schema structure 

The basic structure of an <srcschema> is as follows: 

 

<srcSchema> 

    <enumeration> 

        ...          //definition of enumerations 

    </enumeration> 

 

    <element>         //definition of the root <element>    (mandatory) 

 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/editing-schemas/updating-the-database-structure.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/editing-schemas/regenerating-schemas.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/editing-schemas/regenerating-schemas.html?lang=en


        <compute-string/>  //definition of a compute-string 

        <dbindex> 

            ...        //definition of indexes 

        </dbindex> 

        <key> 

            ...        //definition of keys 

        </key> 

        <sysFilter> 

            ...           //definition of filters 

        </sysFilter> 

        <attribute> 

            ...             //definition of fields 

        </attribute> 

 

            <element>           //definition of sub-<element> 

                  <attribute>           //(collection, links or XML) 

                  ...                         //and additional fields 

                  </attribute> 

                ... 

            </element> 

 

    </element> 

 

        <methods>                 //definition of SOAP methods 

            <method> 

                ... 

            </method> 

            ... 

    </methods> 

 

</srcSchema> 

 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 



The XML document of a data schema must contain the <srcschema> root element with 

the name and namespace attributes to populate the schema name and its namespace. 

<srcSchema name="schema_name" namespace="namespace"> 

... 

</srcSchema> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Let us use the following XML content to illustrate the structure of a data schema: 

<recipient email="John.doe@aol.com" created="2009/03/12" gender="1"> 

  <location city="London"/> 

</recipient> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

With its corresponding data schema: 

<srcSchema name="recipient" namespace="cus"> 

  <element name="recipient"> 

    <attribute name="email"/> 

    <attribute name="created"/> 

    <attribute name="gender"/> 

    <element name="location"> 

      <attribute name="city"/> 

   </element> 

  </element> 

</srcSchema> 

 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Description 

The point of entry of the schema is its main element. It is easy to identify because it has the 

same name as the schema, and it should be the child of the root element. The description of 

the content begins with this element. 

In our example, the main element is represented by the following line: 

<element name="recipient"> 



Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

The elements <attribute> and <element> that follow the main element enable you to 

define the locations and names of the data items in the XML structure. 

In our sample schema, these are: 

<attribute name="email"/> 

<attribute name="created"/> 

<attribute name="gender"/> 

<element name="location"> 

  <attribute name="city"/> 

</element> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

The following rules must be adhered to: 

• Each <element> and <attribute> must be identified by name via 
the name attribute. 

IMPORTANT 

The name of the element should be concise, preferably in English, and include only 
authorized characters in accordance with XML naming rules. 

• Only <element> elements can contain <attribute> elements 
and <element> elements in the XML structure. 

• An <attribute> element must have a unique name within an <element>. 
• The use of <elements> in multi-line data strings is recommended. 

Data types 

The data type is entered via the type attribute in the <attribute> and <element> elements. 

A detailed list is available in the description of the <attribute> element and 

the <element> element). 

When this attribute is not populated, string is the default data type unless the element 

contains child elements. If it does, it is used only to structure the elements hierarchically 

(<location> element in our example). 

The following data types are supported in schemas: 

• string: character string. Examples: a first name, a town, etc. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/elements-attributes/attribute.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/elements-attributes/element.html?lang=en


The size can be specified via the length attribute (optional, default value “255”). 

• boolean: Boolean field. Example of possible values: true/false, 0/1, yes/no, etc. 
• byte, short, long: integers (1 byte, 2 bytes, 4 bytes). Examples: an age, an account 

number, a number of points, etc. 
• double: double-precision floating point number. Examples: a price, a rate, etc. 
• date, datetime: dates and dates + times. Examples: a birth date, a purchase date, 

etc. 
• datetimenotz: date + time without time zone data. 
• timespan: durations. Example: seniority. 
• memo: long text fields (multiple lines). Examples: a description, a comment, etc. 
• uuid: “uniqueidentifier” fields to support a GUID (supported in Microsoft SQL Server 

only). 

NOTE 

To contain a uuid field in engines other than Microsoft SQL Server, the “newuuid()” 
function must be added and completed with its default value. 

Here is our example schema with the types entered: 

<srcSchema name="recipient" namespace="cus"> 

  <element name="recipient"> 

    <attribute name="email" type="string" length="80"/> 

    <attribute name="created" type="datetime"/> 

    <attribute name="gender" type="byte"/> 

    <element name="location"> 

      <attribute name="city" type="string" length="50"/> 

   </element> 

  </element> 

</srcSchema> 

 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Mapping the types of Adobe Campaign/DBMS data 

The table below lists the mappings for the types of data generated by Adobe Campaign for 

the different database management systems. 



 

Properties 

The <elements> and <attributes> elements of the data schema can be enriched with 

various properties. You can populate a label in order to describe the current element. 

Labels and descriptions 

• The label property lets you enter a brief description. 

NOTE 

The label is associated with the current language of the instance. 

Example: 

<attribute name="email" type="string" length="80" label="Email"/> 

 
Copy 

Toggle Text Wrapping 

The label can be seen from the Adobe Campaign client console input form: 



 

• The desc property lets you enter a long description. 

The description can be seen from the input form in the status bar of the Adobe 
Campaign client console main window. 

NOTE 

The description is associated with the current language of the instance. 

Example: 

<attribute name="email" type="string" length="80" label="Email" desc="Email of 
recipient"/> 

 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Default values 

The default property lets you define an expression returning a default value on content 

creation. 

The value must be an expression compliant with XPath language. For more on this, refer 

to Referencing with XPath. 

Example: 

• Current date: default=“GetDate()” 
• Counter: default=“‘FRM’+CounterValue(‘myCounter’)” 

In this example, the default value is constructed using the concatenation of a string 
and calling the CounterValue function with a free counter name. The number 
returned is incremented by one at each insertion. 

NOTE 

In the Adobe Campaign client console, the Administration>Counters node is used to 
manage counters. 

To link a default value to a field, you can use the <default> or <sqldefault> field. 
</sqldefault> </default> 

<default> : allows you to pre-fill the field with a default value when creating entities. The 

value will not be a default SQL value. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/schema-reference/schema-structure.html?lang=en#referencing-with-xpath


<sqldefault> : allows you have an added value when creating a field. This value appears as 

an SQL result. During a schema update, only the new records will be impacted by this value. 

Enumerations 

Free enumeration 

The userEnum property lets you define a free enumeration to memorize and display the 

values entered via this field. The syntax is as follows: 

userEnum=“name of enumeration” 

The name given to the enumeration can be chosen freely and shared with other fields. 

These values are shown in a drop-down list from the input form: 

 

NOTE 

In the Adobe Campaign client console, the Administration > Enumerations node is used to 
manage enumerations. 

Set enumeration 

The enum property lets you define a fixed enumeration used when the list of possible values 

is known in advance. 

The enum attribute refers to the definition of an enumeration class populated in the schema 

outside the main element. 

Enumerations allow the user to select a value from a drop-down list instead of entering the 

value in a regular input field: 

 



Example of an enumeration declaration in the data schema: 

<enumeration name="gender" basetype="byte" default="0"> 

  <value name="unknown" label="Not specified" value="0"/> 

  <value name="male" label="male" value="1"/> 

  <value name="female" label="female" value="2"/> 

</enumeration> 

 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

An enumeration is declared outside the main element via the <enumeration> element. 

The enumeration properties are as follows: 

• baseType: type of data associated with the values, 
• label: description of the enumeration, 
• name: name of the enumeration, 
• default: default value of the enumeration. 

The enumeration values are declared in the <value> element with the following attributes: 

• name: name of the value stored internally, 
• label: label displayed via the graphical interface. 

dbenum enumeration 

• The dbenum property lets you define an enumeration whose properties are similar 
to those of the enum property. 

However, the name attribute does not store the value internally, it stores a code 
which lets you extend the concerned tables without modifying their schema. 

The values are defined via the Administration>Enumerations node. 

This enumeration is used for specifying the nature of campaigns, for example. 



 
Example 

Here is our example schema with the properties filled in: 

<srcSchema name="recipient" namespace="cus"> 

  <enumeration name="gender" basetype="byte"> 

    <value name="unknown" label="Not specified" value="0"/> 

    <value name="male" label="male" value="1"/> 

    <value name="female" label="female" value="2"/> 

  </enumeration> 

 

  <element name="recipient"> 

    <attribute name="email" type="string" length="80" label="Email" desc="Email of 
recipient"/> 

    <attribute name="created" type="datetime" label="Date of creation" 
default="GetDate()"/> 

    <attribute name="gender" type="byte" label="gender" enum="gender"/> 

    <element name="location" label="Location"> 

      <attribute name="city" type="string" length="50" label="City" userEnum="city"/> 

   </element> 

  </element> 

</srcSchema> 



 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Collections 

A collection is a list of elements with the same name and the same hierarchical level. 

The unbound attribute with the value “true” lets you populate a collection element. 

Example: definition of the <group> collection element in the schema. 

<element name="group" unbound="true" label="List of groups"> 

  <attribute name="label" type="string" label="Label"/> 

</element> 

 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

With projection of the XML content: 

<group label="Group1"/> 

<group label="Group2"/> 

 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Referencing with XPath 

The XPath language is used in Adobe Campaign to reference an element or attribute 

belonging to a data schema. 

XPath is a syntax that lets you locate a node in the tree of an XML document. 

Elements are designated by their name, and attributes are designated by the name preceded 

by the character “@”. 

Example: 

• @email: selects the email, 
• location/@city: selects the “city” attribute under the <location> element 
• …/@email: selects the email address from the parent element of the current 

element 
• group[1]/@label: selects the “label” attribute that is the child of the 

first <group> collection element 



• group[@label='test1']: selects the “label” attribute that is the child of 
the <group> element and contains the value “test1” 

NOTE 

An additional constraint is added when the path crosses a sub-element. In this case, the 
following expression must be placed between brackets: 

• location/@city is not valid; please use [location/@city] 
• [@email] and @email are equivalent 

It is also possible to define complex expressions, such as the following arithmetic operations: 

• @gender+1: adds 1 to the content of the gender attribute, 
• @email + ‘(’+@created+‘)’: constructs a string by taking the value of the email 

address added to the creation date between parentheses (for the string type, put the 
constant in quotes). 

High-level functions have been added to the expressions in order to enrich the potential of 

this language. 

You can access the list of available functions via any expression editor in the Adobe 

Campaign client console: 

 

Example: 

• GetDate(): returns the current date 
• Year(@created): returns the year of the date contained in the “created” attribute. 
• GetEmailDomain(@email): returns the domain of the email address. 



Building a string via the compute string 

A Compute string is an XPath expression used to construct a string representing a record in 

a table associated with the schema. Compute string is mainly used in the graphical interface 

to display the label of a selected record. 

The Compute string is defined via the <compute-string> element under the main element 

of the data schema. An expr attribute contains an XPath expression to calculate the display. 

Example: compute string of the recipient table. 

<srcSchema name="recipient" namespace="nms"> 

  <element name="recipient"> 

    <compute-string expr="@lastName + ' ' + @firstName +' (' + @email + ')' "/> 

    ... 

  </element> 

</srcSchema> 
Copy 
Toggle Text Wrapping 

Result of the computed string for a recipient: Doe John (john.doe@aol.com) 

NOTE 

If the schema does not contain a Compute string, a Compute string is populated by default 
with the values of the primary key of the schema. 

 

1.4 List of Campaign Classic options 

The Administration / Platform / Options node allows you to configure Adobe Campaign 

options. Some of them are built-in when installing Campaign, and others can be added 

manually when needed. Available options vary according to the packages installed with your 

instance. 

CAUTION 

• Options not listed in this page are internal only and must not be modified. 
• Modifying or updating Adobe Campaign options can be performed by experts users 

only. 
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1.5 Configure your external accounts 

Adobe Campaign comes with a set of pre-defined external accounts. In order to set up 

connections with external systems, you can create new external accounts. 

External accounts are used by technical processes such as technical workflows or campaign 

workflows. For example, when setting up a file transfer in a workflow or a data exchange 



with any other application (Adobe Target, Experience Manager, etc.), you need to select an 

external account. 

You can access external accounts from Adobe Campaign Explorer: browse 

to Administration > Platform > External accounts. 

 

CAUTION 

• As a Managed Cloud Services user, external accounts are configured for your 
instance by Adobe and must not be modified. 

• In the context of an Enterprise (FFDA) deployment, a specific Full FDA (ffda) external 
account manages connection between Campaign local database and Cloud database 
(Snowflake). 

Campaign-specific external accounts 

The following technical accounts are used by Adobe Campaign to enable and execute 

specific processes. 

Bounce mails 
NOTE 

The Microsoft Exchange Online OAuth 2.0 authentication for POP3 capability is available 
starting Campaign v8.3. To check your version, refer to this section. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/config/architecture/ffda/enterprise-deployment.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/releases/compatibility-matrix.html?lang=en#how-to-check-your-campaign-version-and-buildversion


The Bounce mails external account specifies the external POP3 account to be used to 

connect to the email service. All servers configured for POP3 access can be used to receive 

return mail. 

Learn more about inbound emails in this page. 

 

To configure the Bounce mails (defaultPopAccount) external account: 

• Server - URL of the POP3 server. 
• Port - POP3 connection port number. The default port is 110. 
• Account - Name of the user. 
• Password - User account password. 
• Encryption - Type of chosen encryption between By default, POP3 + 

STARTTLS, POP3 or POP3S. 

The Bounce mails external account specifies the external POP3 account to be used 
to connect to the email service. All servers configured for POP3 access can be used 
to receive return mail. 

• Function - Inbound email or SOAP router 

 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/automation/workflows/wf-activities/event-activities/inbound-emails.html?lang=en


CAUTION 

Before configuring your POP3 external account using Microsoft OAuth 2.0, you first need to 
register your application in the Azure portal. For more on this, refer to this page. 

To configure a POP3 external using Microsoft OAuth 2.0, check the Microsoft OAuth 

2.0 option and fill in the following fields: 

• Azure tenant - Azure ID (or Directory (tenant) ID) can be found in 
the Essentials drop-down of your application overview in the Azure portal. 

• Azure Client ID - Client ID (or Application (client) ID) can be found in 
the Essentials drop-down of your application overview in the Azure portal. 

• Azure Client secret - Client secret ID can be found in the Client secrets column from 
the Certificates & secrets menu of your application in the Azure portal. 

• Azure Redirect URL - Redirect URL can be found in the Authentication menu of your 
application in the Azure portal. It should end with the following 
syntax nl/jsp/oauth.jsp, 
e.g. https://redirect.adobe.net/nl/jsp/oauth.jsp. 

After entering your different credentials, you can click Setup the connection to finish 
your external account configuration. 

Routing 

The Routing external account allows you to configure each channel available in Adobe 

Campaign depending on the packages installed. 

Execution instance 

In the context of transactional messaging, the execution instances is linked to the control 

instance and connect them. Transactional message templates are deployed to the execution 

instance. Learn more about Message Center architecture in this page. 

Access to External Systems external accounts 

• External database (FDA) - The External database type external account is used to 
connect to external an database via Federated Data Access (FDA). Learn more about 
Federated Data Access (FDA) option in this section. 

External databases compatible with Adobe Campaign v8 are listed in 
the Compatibility matrix 

• Twitter - The Twitter type external account is used to connect Campaign to your 
twitter account, to post messages on your behalf. Learn more about Twitter 
integration in this section. 

Adobe Solution Integration external accounts 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/quickstart-register-app
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/config/architecture/architecture.html?lang=en#transac-msg-archi
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/connect/fda.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/releases/compatibility-matrix.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/connect/ac-tw.html?lang=en


• Adobe Experience Cloud - The Adobe Experience Cloud external account is used 
implement Adobe Identity Management Service (IMS) to connect to the Adobe 
Campaign. Learn more about Adobe Identity Management Service (IMS) in this 
section. 

• Web Analytics - The Web Analytics (Adobe Analytics) external account is used to 
configure data transfer from Adobe Analytics to Adobe Campaign. Learn more about 
Adobe Campaign - Adobe Analytics integration in this page. 

• Adobe Experience Manager - The AEM external account allows you to manage the 
content of your email deliveries as well as your forms directly in Adobe Experience 
Manager. Learn more about Adobe Campaign - Adobe Analytics integration in this 
page. 

CRM Connector External accounts 

• Microsoft Dynamics CRM - The Microsoft Dynamics CRM external account allows 
you to import and export Microsoft Dynamics data into Adobe Campaign. Learn 
more about Adobe Campaign - Microsoft Dynamics CRM integration in this page. 

• Salesforce.com - The Salesforce CRM external account allows you to import and 
export Salesforce data into Adobe Campaign. Learn more about Adobe Campaign - 
Salesforce.com CRM integration in this page. 

Transfer Data external accounts 

These external accounts can be used to import or export data to Adobe Campaign using 

a Transfer file workflow activity. Learn more about File transfer in workflows in this page. 

• FTP and SFTP - The FTP external account lets you configure and test access to a 
server outside of Adobe Campaign. To set up connections with external systems such 
as SFTP or FTP servers 898 used for file transfers, you can create your own external 
accounts. 

To do so, specify in this external account the address and credentials used to 
establish the connection to the SFTP or FTP server. 

NOTE 

Starting from release 8.5, you can now securely authenticate using a private key 
when configuring your SFTP external account. Learn more on key management 

• Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) - The AWS S3 connector can be used to import 
or export data to Adobe Campaign using a Transfer file workflow activity. As you are 
setting up this new external account, you need to provide the following details: 

• AWS S3 Account Server: URL of your server, filled as follows: <S3bucket 
name>.s3.amazonaws.com/<s3object path> 

• AWS access key ID: Learn how to find your AWS access key ID in Amazon 
documentation. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/new/connect.html?lang=en#logon-to-ac
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/new/connect.html?lang=en#logon-to-ac
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/connect/ac-aa.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/connect/ac-aem.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/connect/ac-aem.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/connect/ac-crm/ac-ms-dyn.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/campaign-v8/connect/ac-crm/ac-sfdc.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign/automation/workflows/wf-activities/event-activities/file-transfer.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/control-panel/using/sftp-management/key-management.html?lang=en
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-sec-cred-types.html#access-keys-and-secret-access-keys
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-sec-cred-types.html#access-keys-and-secret-access-keys


• Secret access key to AWS: Learn how to find your secret access key to AWS 
in Amazon documentation. 

• AWS Region: Learn more on AWS regions in Amazon documentation. 
• The Use server side encryption checkbox allows you to store your file in S3 

encrypted mode. Learn how to find the access key ID and secret access key 
in Amazon documentation. 

• Azure Blob Storage - The Azure external account can be used to import or export 
data to Adobe Campaign using a Transfer file workflow activity. To configure 
the Azure external account to work with Adobe Campaign, you need to provide the 
following details: 

• Server: URL of your Azure Blob storage server. 
• Encryption: Type of encryption between None or SSL. 
• Access key: Learn how to find your Access key in Microsoft documentation. 

 

1.6 About campaign typologies 

Campaign Optimization is the Adobe Campaign module which lets you control, filter and 

monitor the sending of deliveries. To avoid conflicts between campaigns, Adobe Campaign 

can test various combinations by applying specific constraint rules. This guarantees that the 

messages sent meet the needs and expectations of customers and company communication 

policies. 

 Discover this feature in video 

NOTE 

Depending on your offering, Campaign Optimization can be included or an add-on. Please 
check your license agreement. 

Typology rules 

With Adobe Campaign you can design and apply four types of typology rules: 

• Filtering rules which let you exclude part of the target based on criteria. For more on 
this, refer to Filtering rules. 

• Pressure rules which let you control marketing fatigue. For more on this, refer 
to Pressure rules. 

• Capacity rules which let you limit loads to guarantee optimal processing conditions. 
For more on this, refer to Controlling capacity. 

• Control rules which let you check the validity of messages before they are sent. For 
more on this, refer to Control rules. 

https://aws.amazon.com/fr/blogs/security/wheres-my-secret-access-key/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regions_az/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-sec-cred-types.html#access-keys-and-secret-access-keys
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-account-keys-manage?tabs=azure-portal
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/about-campaign-typologies.html?lang=en#typologies-video
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/filtering-rules.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/pressure-rules.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/consistency-rules.html?lang=en#controlling-capacity
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/control-rules.html?lang=en


Once they have been created, typology rules are grouped in campaign typologies which are 

referenced in deliveries. See Applying typologies. 

Typologies 

A campaign typology can contain several typology rules, but a delivery can only reference 

one typology. 

The Rules tab lets you add, delete or view the typology rules to apply. 

 

Applying typologies 

Steps to create and apply a typology to your deliveries are listed below: 

1. Create typology rules. 

Typology rules are found in the Administration > Campaign management > 
Typology management > Typology rules node. 

Different rules available in Campaign are described in the following sections: sales 
pressure rules, capacity rules, control rules and filtering rules. 

2. Create a typology and reference the rules you created into it. 

Typologies are accessed via the Administration > Campaign Management > 
Typology management > Typologies node. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/about-campaign-typologies.html?lang=en#applying-typologies
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/about-campaign-typologies.html?lang=en#typology-rules
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/pressure-rules.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/pressure-rules.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/consistency-rules.html?lang=en#controlling-capacity
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/control-rules.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/filtering-rules.html?lang=en


3. Configure your delivery to use the typology you created. For more on this, refer 
to this section. 

4. Test and control the behavior through campaign simulations. For more on campaign 
simulations, refer to this section. 

During delivery preparation, recipients are excluded when criterion is met. You can check 

logs to monitor exclusions. Sample use cases on pressure typology rules are available in this 

page. 

Tutorial videos 

How to set up fatigue management using typology rules 

This video explains how to implement fatigue management in Adobe Campaign by 

leveraging typology rules. 

How to set up fatigue management using predefined filters 

Fatigue management controls frequency and quantity of messaging to avoid over-solicitation 

of recipients. If you do not have the campaign optimization module in your campaign 

instance, you may configure a predefined filter that will filter the target population by the 

number of messages received 

This video explains how to implement fatigue management in Adobe Campaign Classic by 

using filters. 

Additional Campaign how-to videos are available here. 

Related topic 

• Get started with typologies and fatigue management 

 
 

 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/applying-rules.html?lang=en#applying-a-typology-to-a-delivery
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/campaign-simulations.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/pressure-rules.html?lang=en#use-cases-on-pressure-rules
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/pressure-rules.html?lang=en#use-cases-on-pressure-rules
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic-learn/tutorials/overview.html?lang=en
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/orchestrating-campaigns/campaign-optimization/pressure-rules.html?lang=en

